HEAVENAIR |Breathe pure air with HEAVENAIR

Air pollution can not only eat many precious years of our life,
but also leave us in a sick state
AIR KILLS
Estimated health impacts of air pollution in Delhi
 Premature mortality:
 Cardiac hospital
7,350 to 16,200
admissions: 6,700
 Chronic bronchitis in
 Asthma attacks:
adults: 53,500
6 million
 Acute bronchitis in
 Days with restricted
children: 391,000
activity: 51 million
 Days with respiratory
symptoms:244
million
The level of PM 2.5 in indoor air has been observed up-to 250600 against required levels of ≤60. We can demonstrate this

Delhi is among top polluted city in the world. All Indian
cities, except Coimbatore and Cochin, have been
declared unfit to breathe air

Capacity of lungs reflects in oxygen transfer to blood, which also
defines our age. Choked lungs reduce our life

The positive ions present in the indoor air, generated by
bulbs, laptops and many other sources, are in
abundance and cause much discomfort. Mostly negative
ions are missing in indoor air. We can demonstrate this
also. Negative ions are present in abundance at
waterfalls, hills and forests

HEAVENAIR cleans the air and generates negative ions to absorb
+ ions considerably to make us feel better
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WHAT IS YOUR OPTION?
Living in a clean healthy atmosphere or in a polluted atmosphere?
An average person breathes more than 200 million liters of air @ 12 breathes / minute for a life span of 70 years. You will get
scared if you come to know the amount of dust breathed inside and the harm it has created on your lungs.

We drink 6-8 glasses of clean water but inhale highly polluted air

Increase your immunity. Use HEAVENAIR
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7 Stages Purification

HEAVENAIR–Multi-stage air-purifier
Cleans the air much below safe levels
Kills bacteria / virus
Releases negative ions in abundance
Suppresses the odour & fumes/ smoke
HEAVENAIR is equipped with 3 speed adjustment,
timer, remote control, sleep mode, odour sensor and
filtration:
Pre-filter/ HEPA /UV /Ionizer /Activated Carbon
Molecular Sieve /Cold Catalyst

Human body can do self-healing, if given the right conditions
Indoor air can be 3 to 5 times more polluted than the air outside your house. Outdoor air has only Category 1 of air pollutants, whereas
indoor air has all the 3 Categories of air pollutants
We spend more than 85% of our time indoors,
exposed to highly polluted air

Poor indoor air quality at home or office causes headache,
sinus congestion, cancer, skin diseases, nausea, coughing and
sneezing, fatigue and allergies
The air we breathe is rarely pure and generally contaminated with germs, virus and bacteria. It may have bad odour of cigarette, cooking or
pets. Even wall paints and wood furniture also release chemicals. And most dangerous, air contains lot of dust. These contaminants make
the air unhealthy and put health to a great risk. Human eye can see particles only up-to 35 microns

WE DEMONSTRATE YOU THE AIR QUALITY PM 2.5 AND NUMBER OF NEGATVE IONS IN AIR BY OUR INSTRUMENTS

FEATURES

HA 1

HA 2

Remarks

Voltage
Power
No. of speeds
Noise in dB
Area covered
Pre-filter
Anti-bacterial filter layer
Fiber filter type

220-240V 50 Hz
48 W
Low/medium/Fast
25/37/58
200-350 sq. ft.
Provided (Washable)
Provided
HEPA

220-240V 50 Hz
48 W
Low/medium/Fast
25/37/58
450-650 sq. ft.
Provided (Washable)
Provided
HEPA

Low wattage
3 Speeds
Can be verified
Wide Coverage
To block large particles
HEPA blocks up-to 0.3 micron dust
particles

UV sterilization

Provided

Provided
3

To kill bacteria
3

Ionizer

Provided (10million pcs/cm )

Provided (10million pcs/cm )

To produce negative ions

Activated Carbon filter
Molecular sieve adsorbed
Cold catalyst filter
LED Screen with remote control
Pollution/Filter change indicator
Timer with sleep mode function
PM 2.5 purification rate
PM 2.5 purification status display
Intelligent auto adjustment mode

Provided
Provided
Provided
Provided
No
Provided
>99.9%
No
No
15000/-

Provided
Provided
Provided
Provided
Provided
Provided
>99.9%
Provided
Provided
27000/-

To suppress bad smell
Blocks harmful gases
Most of the air purifiers sell on
assurance only, not by crossverification by testing. We prove
what we claim by site testing

Price in ` *

In India, we breathe at PM2.5
level of 250 to 500 against desired
level of below 60 µg / Cu.M.

Replacing filters is not an attack on your pocket. Filters cost app. 15% of the cost of equipment*
WE CARE FOR YOUR HEALTH... *Discount applicable on purchase of 3 or more number of pieces, Tax Extra as applicable

Reg. Office: 406, 2nd floor, Gagan Vihar, Delhi 110051
Warehouse: A49, Nirman Vihar, Delhi - 110092
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